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We were able to take a range of pictures in the extensive gardens, at the
lakeside, by fountains, around flowerbeds and in the sepulchral interior of
the ancient church.
Latest Reports
The April Contemporary Group meeting report is now on the website. Lots
to interest you…
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More from Spetchley
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Spetchley - The Team at Work
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Members’ News & Pictures
Some seasonal bluebells seen in Monkwood, from Angie Hill.

Les Bailey says:- I discovered a Beech avenue of sorts near Linley, not the Kingston Lacy of Shropshire, but
an interesting location, panorama below. Not the greatest image, but I was out for a short time on a recce, so
it's a nice record to remind me to go back. It doesn't look much of an avenue from this viewpoint, however it
is a little better further down the hill. As an avenue it doesn't seem to lead anywhere either, the first uphill
part is paved, very bumpy now, then it reverts to grass. Maybe an abandoned project, however there are new
trees planted to replace old/dying/fallen ones, so someone is interested in it…
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Members’ News & Pictures (cont)

Congratulations to Jenny Rees Mann on her acceptance of The Ferryman in the Cheltenham Salon.

New Online Course
The Royal Photographic Society and The Open University have launched a unique online digital photography course that will bring together The RPS’s 160-year experience in photography and the Open University’s recognised expertise in delivering education online.
Digital Photography: Creating and Sharing Better Images is a 10-week course designed to help people new
to digital photography and those looking to improve existing skills – and to see the world in a new way.
It will develop participants’ technical and visual skills through weekly practical assignments. Students will
join a vibrant online community of their peers, to share, comment and learn from each other’s work, and
they will receive feedback from expert photographers on their final assessment. The course has been
designed to give those completing it the skills needed to tackle The Royal Photographic Society’s
Licentiate (LRPS) distinction in photography.
The 10-week course will cost £200 with participants working through The Open University’s awardwinning online platform. There will be two presentations each year, with the first in June and October
2015. Students who successfully complete the course will be entitled to an RPS Certificate in Photography.
It does not provide credit towards OU qualifications.
For further information see the RPS site. Registration for June closes 29th May.
Editor’s note: Stewart and I did the OU T189 course a while ago, which this is based on, we assume, and found
it both excellent and very enjoyable.
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Dates for the Diary/
Out and About
15th May Night at the Museum at
Avoncroft
16th May Black Country Living Museum
Red by Night Night at the Museum
17th May MG Car Club Rally at Avoncroft
21-24 May Photo london

Grey Francolin, Dubai by Mike Hadley CPAGB

Around the Web

Competitions & Exhibitions

Automatically remove reflections?

You have to be in it to win it!

Sense of Place
Beautiful bees
Homelands
For more articles of interest, and the
How to/Hints and Tips, please see the
WCC Flipboard mag on the website.

Commercial
Albelli Offer.
Did you know you can create beautiful
photo books with pictures taken on
your mobile devices? It’s the perfect
time to swipe through your mobile pictures for those special moments and
save up to 64% on our photo books.
Turn your spontaneous snapshots into
a photo book today!
Photo book M promo code: MEDYWAM
Photo book L Promo code: LRGYWAM
Photo book XL Promo code: XLGYWAM
Valid until midnight 26 May, 2015
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